Ask Catherine
February 16, 2021

Introduction:
We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at
Subscriber Input.
Thanks for your questions!
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Take Action
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Conclusion
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Cash and Precious Metals
Question:
Catherine,
What do you think about this asset based crypto?
https://quintric.com/
Bob

Question:
Catherine,
I've been a subscriber for two or three months and no longer shocked by what I learn. However, my
struggle is determining my starting point? The information is massive, I prioritize the weekly reports,
utilize additional resources to further learning, strive to apply to self improvement, and budget time to
prepare for the future. I love what you're offering and how the knowledge improves my sense of worth.
My three-year state of flux is starting to become solid, thank you.
What is my time-line to prepare for changes? I'm overwhelmed, anxious, scared about the unknown,
make sense? Advice?
I hope I am not imposing in asking your advice with my finances?
I'm 57 1/2, employed by XXXXXfor 24 years then forced out in 2009 when my position was sent to, I
believe Indonesia. Of course, train Indonesian replacement for severance. Today, flexible
merchandising position.
57 1/2, no debt, own home, with 1.2M in IRA. PNC currently holds IRA. Met with owner ofXXXX ,
client base of 100, and 50-60M capital. Thanks Solari,!
So, 1.2M is my retirement. Again, my research leaves me anxious & scared about unknown. Stock
market crash, worse than 30's, going into depression for two to three years, and its going to be worse
than the 30's. This is not a strength of mine.
Here are portfolio recommendations:
Commodities: Gold and uranium (possibly silver / platinum), Oil, oil companies, gas
Cash
Value stocks/Low growth in Emerging markets. Assets with corrections in Emerging markets (London,
Indonesia)
30 year treasury bonds
10 year treasury notes
Residential Real Estate
I am at a loss. Predictions of time are very broad: Crash begins 3/1 and bottoms 6/30, begins next
months, sometime in 2021. Watch for Bitcoin/Tesla slip, crash begins.
Does any of this make sense?
I just realized, I lack trust. I don't trust anyone. Oh my, I've got something to ponder.

Your advice, recommendations are greatly appreciated.

See:Rethinking Diversification
1st Q 2020 Equity Overview

Question:
My kids are making fun of me! I keep changing my advice.
In 2008 my advisor (who was one of a kind) told me not to worry keep investing bc I was young and
could weather that storm.
Is that sage advice in this crisis or is it wise for all ages to own gold even if they take a hit for early
withdrawal?
Ex: my daughter age 26 went from 9-20k...I think that is funny money so thought she should skim off
5-7 for gold bars, but if this is like 2008 advice I received, I would tell her not to pay me the monthly
house payment (we are the banker) and invest that in the markets while the pump up is going on.
And advice on how to unpack this?
BEST GUESS ON PUMP

Comment:
Local Action at work for sound money. The Idaho State House today overwhelmingly approved a bill
which enables the State Treasurer to protect state reserve funds from inflation and financial risk by
holding physical gold and silver. Article from Money Metals, a precious metals depository just outside
Boise, Idaho. This depository also hosts a loan program whereby holders can, for a small loan fee,
borrow against their own holdings. Metals can be shipped to the depository from anywhere in the
world. The vault is located in the same building as the county sheriff’s office.
https://www.moneymetals.com/news/2021/02/11/idaho-house-votes-holding-physical-gold-silverprotect-state-reserves-002221

CAF Notes & Links:
NOT A FAN ON BORROWING ON PMS

Covid-19
Question:
Hello Catherine,
Thank you for your amazing work. I am sharing your website with anyone who is awake.
I am an RN in a Level l Trauma center in XXXX.
I am one of the few that refuses to vaccinate.
The divide is deepening. I am uncertain how much longer I will be able to maintain working as Alice
in Wonderland.
I am no longer working as an RN in the operating room, as I had a chemical inhalation injury from
cleaning supplies.
I am now working in pre-op where I can help with teaching and anxiety for our pre-operative patients.
However, due to the polarity of vaxxers and non-vaxxers, the minority, I am uncertain how much
longer it will be safe.
I moved here almost one year ago for my teen son to be in a Walden High School Program.
I need to find a non-COVID Cult Community. If you can please direct me that would be greatly
appreciated.
I have seen more than I wish to share. I have been working on getting on the Wellness aspect for our
community.
Please advise.
Blessings,

Question:
Hi Catherine
Background – Entrepreneur for 40 years, sold in 2018. Full Disclosure -No Science degree.
Perplexed from the beginning over lockdowns, PCR , etc., and so began the research.
Probably have a [self-proclaimed] Masters in Microbiology since the plandemic – obviously nothing
official so please accept this from whence it comes.
Re: Gene Therapy (aka mRNA Vaccine)

So……
We know the animal trials were skipped.
Referring to Part 1 – “What is the real cost of Vaccines” with Professor Dolores Cahill at @
28:32 says:
“….virus protein and it is reckoned 1 in 10 could have severe reactions….
And this is then priming people for whenever they meet whatever the mRNA is which could be
the common cold, could be the corona virus in a month or two..”
I have had this on my mind as a possibility for a while so here are the questions for you and Dr
Cahill:
Everyone is claiming that the animal trials with the mRNA Vaccine [since h1N1] in 2002 has
been a failure due to most of the animals dying.
What If…..the purpose was:
The animal trials were actually testing the efficacy of the “Wild Virus” to incite a Cytokine storm
months after the injection?
Thoughts:
Gates et al all predict a SARS C0V3 in the near future.
Trudeau says “Everyone who wants a vaccine will have one by September, 2021”. I
believe he has SNC Lavalin ($150 million allocation) building quarantine jails as I
write.
Dr Lee Merrit refers to the injection as “Binary Poison” – based on time release to
reduce connection to the actual cause.
What are the implications?
Significance of Timing: Is there a planned release of the SARS C0V3 in the Fall of 2021 once
a large majority have been vaccinated?
Impact:
Deaths of the Vaccinated?- More than 1 in 10?
Pre-planned lockdowns once the alleged “New Variant” hits?
Unvaccinated as Scape Goats - mandatory vaccination – otherwise, Mandatory
Quarantine (Jail)?
Stock Market?
Transfer of Wealth?
Etc?
How do we avoid/escape this? Opportunities to help our fellow humans?
What Countries will not mandate vaccines and allow refuge?
Can we get to one of these countries, if need be, via Freedom Airway?
Thank you

Question:
Has anyone else come across this disturbing film called “Songbird”?
Trailer:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgxXSfto6Vo&feature=emb_logo
Here is part of the description:
“The COVID-23 virus has mutated and the world is
in its fourth year of lockdown. Infected Americans are ripped from their homes and
forced into quarantine camps known as Q-Zones, from which there is no escape, as
a few brave souls fight back against the forces of oppression.”
Thoughts?
Thanks everyone.
(I apologize if someone has already posted this elsewhere on here.)
take care and stay safe out there.

WONT WATCH IT - PROTOCOLS OF ZION

Question:
Hi Catherine,
Do you think we can find a way to stop the lies about Covid and the deaths? I was wondering if we
could maybe threaten our local newspapers with a lawsuit. When the CDC reports deaths, they have
get out of jail statements in the notes. When our newspapers report them, they have no notes and they
are intended to frighten people and to manufacture consent for the vaccine. Is there any way to hold
them to account?
As history - First I did not believe the pandemic, but then I got very ill in early Feb. and became a
believer. I continued to believe everything until late August or early September. Gates seemed to be
directing things (bad sign) and I could not see the illness. 3/4 of the people I know, believed they had
the virus from late Dec. to early March. I do not know one person who got it after that. In September I
went down the rabbit hole. After all my research, I though I could find a way to help people down my
path to enlightenment, but I can’t seem to break through. When I send video, they sometimes thank me
and seem to understand. But later the fear comes back over them.
Thank you for all that you do,

Comment:
Super spreader Super bowl
Last night a friend texted me:
“Just watched end of Super Bowl. The players, coaches hugging each other, like a lot. No mask on the
large majority. Grand stands to a large percentage full, few masks.”
Yay team!

CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback
Comment:
Hello I stumbled upon you recently and I have to say, I feel relieved to discovered you. I woke up to what
was really going on just after the 2008 debacle. I went deep and got a pretty good understanding, and
then got overwhelmed. I couldn’t make anyone close to me see what was going on. So, I kept reading
and learning, but doing it on my own for several years. It’s been stressful feeling like I was one of the
few “normal” people that could see what was going on.
From the bottom of my heart, thank you for being the smart, confident, competent voice that you are.
You’ve inspired me not to give up just yet. Regards,

Question:
Hi Catherine,
Your M&M recordings lately come with a very bad sound quality. It's hard to listen to your blurry

voice. Can you please ,make sure that we get quality recordings please.
Thank you!

Comment:
Hi Catherine
I am right now watching your interview with Reiner Füllmich, and I’m thrilled to see two of my
favorite people in the struggle to stay free talking and sharing resources together!
I overheard your offer to Reiner to have the Dillon Read website translated into German, and whether
he had someone to do it. I guess he probably does, but in case not, I can offer the service myself, and
would be very happy to be able to support in that way. I can do a sample and return it to either him or
you for inspection…Let me know.
Otherwise, all the best
WILL BE IN TOUCH

Question:
Hi:
My significant other is the grandson of Marty Otter, who was the Treasurer of Local 301 union
(waiters, waitresses and bartenders) in Philadelphia. Ray Turchi was the President of Local 301. My
significant other’s name is XXX He wants to know if you knew his grandfather or Ray Turchi.
I am enjoying the Solari Report so far and learning how to use it.
Thanks for your wonderful introduction to using the web site.

Question:
Could you please say or print the date of the video you are doing
at the beginning? I file my videos by date, and would appreciate
eliminating a hunt.Thank-you,

Comment:
Thought I would let you know that both yesterday and today I have been receiving replies from you on
my old posts to which you have already replied. The address for the email is : wordpress@home-

clone.solari.com
Something weird is happening. I tried to copy and paste that email address and it would not let me do
that…..it was removed. So i had to edit this and type it out specifically.

Question:
Hi Catherine,
I know you’re always concerned about IT security, well here’s the next cliff: it is now possible to
exploit computer memory as a wifi sender. Please see the link below. My next question: was this
deliberately engineered? And is this hack already in our OS’s? Even Linux?
https://threatpost.com/air-gap-attack-turns-memory-wifi/162358/
Discussed on Bitoin special several yeara ago. Strongly recommend the Stuxnext documentary

Comment:
Dear Catherine,
I just stumbled across your lovely daily prayer book. Thank you for sharing such a heartfelt, insightful
and positive collection of life affirming and uplifting prayers and thoughts.
Being someone who dabbles in herbalism and alchemy I admire your ability to use words and
perspectives to transmute fear and confusion into hope and clarity. I feel that which you have shared in
the prayer book contains medicine for the mind and soul.
I was especially moved when I read this:
“The best use of our time and resources is serving
the source of love. Focus today on serving your purpose and look for divine intelligence to guide and to
protect you and yours from the risks of this world…
…I read a study recently that found that on the
Internet, the meaner you are, the smarter people
think you are. I reported this to the Solari team
and assured them that it was fine if our audience
thinks we are stupid.
That’s because kindness nurtures the hearts of the people to whom we speak and our hearts are a
critical part of our intelligence.
Words also carry the power of intention. When
we speak, the law of attraction is at work. Speak
what you wish to attract, not what you wish to put
behind you or to avoid.”
(quoted from two separate daily prayers found here: https://holidaygreetings.solari.com/wpcontent/uploads/2020/01/99161-Prayers-for-the-Year.pdf for anyone who is interested in reading more)
Thank you for your tireless work in not only providing precise and in depth actionable intelligence on
the shadowy aspects of our civilization, but also for providing your subscribers with perspectives, tools
and techniques that empower them to become conduits for divine light to shine through and make the

darkness flee.
with gratitude and respect,

Question:
The 2011 TV series The Event is worth a look, including the extras on DVD/BluRay. Some good
actors, some annoying actors, B- writing, first few episodes have confusing flashbacks which are
mercifully retired. Series was cancelled after one season of 22 episodes, with several writing direction
changes even within that single season. Story includes counter-intelligence elements similar to The
Americans series, e.g. how to identify “sleepers” in executive and other trusted positions. I skimmed
some of the less interesting sub-plots at > 1x speed, but the unique story elements were good at
provoking thought experiments.
What’s unique is the mythology: human-looking aliens crashed on Earth in the mid-1940s. Some were
captured and imprisoned, others mingled with the population, some breeding with humans to create
‘hybrids’. To return to their home planet, they “helped” humanity to “discover” new technologies
including nuclear – which they use in stargates/portals. Thanks to advanced math, they can predict
stock market cycles. One of their leaders builds a financial empire, hiding behind a proxy, a famous
human trader “in the midwest.” They age very slowly (no visible changes in half a century) and are
immune to many diseases which affect humans.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Event
Would appreciate TV/movie recs on near-human aliens, or “cousins” as JPF says.

CAF Notes & Links:

Going Direct Reset
Question:
Hey Catherine,
I enjoyed listening to your uploads today.
My question is when the stock market crashes soon, would it be wise to invest or do you speculate the
stock market will be a dead horse?

Question:
Is the forced vaccination plan really about AI and chipping us to the blockchain? The long term
prospects for humanity look pretty bleak right now.
See video from Australian Subscriber THE FINAL INCH - you decide. Gates now says 3

Question:
Catherine,
Thank you, thank you, thank you for what you do!
I am tempted to post a link to "Planet Lockdown" on my neighborhood social media. There would be
no way to make the post anonymously. Do you think this would be safe or unsafe for me and my
family?
In Solidarity,
Depends on your local group. One way to do it if you want to try is to ask a question…Has anyone seen
this video? Someone just sent it to me and I am looking for other recommendations?

Question:
Stopping financing our enemies
I return to this question cuz I don’t have answers for myself yet. To individually stop paying taxes
seems hari kari. Actually, not even, cuz Mr. Global likely wouldn’t even blink if my taxes were
“missing”. I feel such a revolt needs to be organized. But how?
Catherine, any experience or ideas? Anyone else?
Yes, must be organized. Working on a paper now.

Question:
Is Putin really not going along with the Great ?https://tomluongo.me/2021/02/10/great-reset-putin-notso-fast/
Not fully in alignment - Watch Davos speech

Question:
Dear Catherine, dear all,
there was a military coup in Myanmar which removed the local central bank chief, alarming global
financiers, also the Bank of Japan. I was wondering if this is maybe a coup against the global reset or
the going direct reset. Why would the global Central Banks suddenly be interested about this SE Asian
country? Or some important financial transactions go across this country we don’t know about?
Anyways, what interests me about this is the attention that this coup raises among Central Banks.
Thanks

CAF Notes & Links:

Health
Comment:
This one is pretty gross! Fake meat for all.
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/02/14/1018296/bill-gates-climate-change-beef-treesmicrosoft/?
utm_medium=tr_social&utm_campaign=site_visitor.unpaid.engagement&utm_source=LinkedIn

HUBRIS - directly related to success of propaganda
CAF Notes & Links:

Local Gatherings
Question:
Hi Catherine
Thank you, Thank you, for all your incredible work!
I am a new member to the Solari family. I am wondering if you touch on anything specifically related

to Canada?
There is vast information available on many subjects, but unsure where I should look.
I am a retiree from Oakville just outside Toronto, and the lockdown situation here is incredible.
Great group there
We now pay $2000.00 to stay in a “Covid hotel” for 3 days to await our test results any time we travel
outside Canada including the USA.
Then, if our Covid test is positive we stay at a “Covid hotel” for 10 days, courtesy of the federal
government. If the test is negative we stay at home for 14 days in isolation. Who can afford $2000.00
and 14 days isolation after a trip for whatever reason.
I am finding your website to be a wonderful relief. I now know, there are people who have an
understanding, as to what is happening. Canadians are in the dark and totally fooled by the current
government, and the opposition is no better.
Am I able to connect with other Canadians in your forum? And if so, how is it conducted?
Many Thanks

Don’t know on the status of the gatherings in Toronto - will send email when host is
gathering

Question:
Hi Catherine / Team
New subscriber here.
Can’t find anything on Solari Circles - I’m keen to join an existing one or create one. Do they exist
within the community yet - if so please point me!
So grateful for finding you, and for the massive optimism we can find here.
Thank you

CAF Notes & Links:
See very old links at
https://library.solari.com/unpacking-your-financial-ecosystem-linksresources/

Recommended Links

Comment:
Hello Catherine!
The Solari Report is a breath of fresh air, thank you.
Wanted to share Dark Horse Podcast with Daniel Schmachtenberger & Bret Weinstein, Evolutionary
Theorist.
I wish I could share this podcast with everyone.

Comment:
Hi Catherine,
I left this info in subscriber comments before I found a link to Ask Catherine. I am really enjoying my
Solari subscription and wanted to let you know about my other top favorite subscription—Kanopy.
For two years I have subscribed to Kanopy through two non-resident library memberships (CharlotteMecklenburg and Pratt Free library in Baltimore). With two memberships I get 10 views a month for
$80 annually. That’s 120 movies and unlimited Great Courses annually. It’s a great buy! If you live
where your library offers it, it might be free!
There are lots of independent and thoughtful movies, Criterion Collection selections, and free views of
The Great Courses. Current offerings include The Bookshop, Lady Bird, Captain Fantastic, Moonlight,
Bicycle (Criterion Collection) and The Florida Project. Kanopy also has a separate kids library of
films. My latest favorite documentaries are How the Beatles Changed the World, A Small Good ThingThe Sources of Human Happiness, and What Remains-The Life and Work of Sally Mann. My favorite
independent dramedy: Delirious.
I hope you will introduce your subscribers to this wonderful non-corporate, non-Silicon Valley,nongoverment-funded resource! It is truly food for the soul!
About Kanopy and its founder, Olivia Humphrey
https://www.documentary.org/online-feature/conversation-kanopy-founder-and-ceo-olivia-humphrey

NINA HEYN also likes - good for finding good documentaries

Question:
Catherine-

Where would I look for any recent video interviews that you have given over the last 2 months?
Thanks

EVENTS Under ABOUT US

CAF Notes & Links:

Shadow Work
Question:
http://www.antifa.com is still redirecting to the Whitehouse.gov site.
Very strange. Is there an American government still operating at the executive level?

Comment:
The high strangeness continues with the Missing & Exploited Children database. Virginia is the focus.
I am not sure what is going on here. This popped into my radar 4-5 years ago while listening to George
Webb (who is George Webb?). He was covering missing kids etc. For whatever reasons I began poking
around the Missing & Exploited Children database. I poked around all the states with curiosity.
Nothing stuck out until Virgia. I can’t explain this well enough. You have to visit the site and do the
searches for yourself. The high strangeness in Virginia is off the charts again this year like every year
since I began to look. Now going back a few years, the database is scrubbed, looks more normal. But if
you search just 2021, you will see.
Back then, a few, maybe 4 years ago. I reached out to GW with these findings. His thought was the
database is being used as a sort of auction showcase.
Then this popped into my inbox this morning from Forbidden Knowledge TV. With some
corroboration in a sense.https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/mouthy-buddha-elite-human-trafficking-vol2-art-in-embassies/
Take a look at Virginia from 1/1/2021 to today’s date. Then compare to a high population state like
California with lots of nefarious activity. In all states but Virginia, every missing kid I found, had a
picture. Not in Virginia. https://www.missingkids.org/search
I don’t remember the names, but back then I did some poking around and found some questionable
people involved with the creation of the database.
I phoned many of the local jurisdictions these children were listed as missing. Local authorities in all
but one case had no idea. In the one case they did, the kid was a runaway and found. Most of the
Virginia missing don’t show up in searches. You just won’t find anyone looking for them, but they are

listed in this database, oftentimes without a picture.
I wish we could protect these children. I imagine these kids in some part, being rhe future
supersoldiers, the MK kids they will exploit in a thousand ways. The patsy’s for things like Sandy
Hook, Boston, and all the rest. Or assassins, or future transgender heroes, or maybe the next Climate
Change teenage hero crossing the pond. And ways I can’t imagine.

Question:
Hi Catherine.
I'm new to your site and while the information I'm acquiring is profoundly upsetting I'm grateful to you
for sharing your insights and your network of thoughtful professionals in so many disciplines. I feel
more confident about the future knowing I have access to the content of serious, intelligent people who
want what's best for sacred, sovereign individuals.
My question is with respect to Trump. I feel like I've come in during the middle of a movie and trying
to navigate who is working for and against humanity has become a disorienting pre-occupation. So
many of Trump's actions, and words, suggested a person serious about righting past wrongs and
returning power to the American people. The work he's done fighting human trafficking also suggests a
person on the right side of things. Is there any scenario you could imagine where the FASAB 56, along
with his EO on asset forfeiture, could have been done as a way to check the globalists and return assets
to the American people. I've been holding out hope for some revolutionary, paradigm shifting scheme
to upset the globalists apple cart.
I believe in the importance of individuals all over the world, praying for guidance and acting daily to
protect their way of life and chart a positive future for their families and communities. I'm not looking
for a magic person to solve all our problems. But I'd be encouraged to think that not every person in
positions of power in our government and military are completely corrupt, and that some in positions of
power may be able to make our fight against "Mr. Global" easier.
If you are convinced Trump is a black hat globalist, it seems like the best way to wake up leftists to the
horrors you've been alerting us to would be to tie as many of these nefarious plans to Trump and recruit
Trump Derangement Syndrome. Tie Trump to efforts to enslave us and you have a ready made
receptive audience among traditional allies of the globalists and the MSM. Bill Gates and George Soros
are seen as enemies of humanity by part of the population but Trump is considered an enemy by as
many or more. With a Trump angle on the horrors you can get to 10 or 20% woken up to our harsh
reality faster I should think.
Thanks again for all you do!
Best,

CAF Notes & Links:

Take Action
Question:
Hi Catherine,

You mentioned we should get passports as fast as possible, but I have a toddler child who is completely
unvaccinated and we live in a state where you don’t have to give notification to homeschool, so I am
trying to keep my son off-grid and off radar so to speak until he is at least sixteen and I feel like getting
him a passport puts him out there, I don’t know, what do you think?

Take Action Example:
I have requested to be removed from this list. Can’t seem to get it done. I pulled my youngest from
public school six years ago. The emails keep coming.
I have been getting these kind of updates a few times a week. The covid ones, they name the kids who
test positive, the bus they ride, school they attend and all the rest. So nutty.
I had a short conversation with a schoolboard member at the local diner who is the big cheese pushing
to get the kids back in school. I won’t go into any of the ridiculous converation. These poeple are scary
stupid. When he said he lives in a black and white world, I got up and left.
Then a few minutes ago my oldest (22) came home from the local battery store. He was accosted by his
former Social Studies teacher for not wearing a mask, he said she was wearing two.
==============
February 14, 2021
Dear BASD Staff, Parents and Guardians, As the new year begins, Boyertown Area School District’s
Covid-19 mitigation efforts, as they relate to the physical and emotional health and safety of our staff,
students, and community, remain a priority.
As most of you know, in November, our Board of School Directors authorized the submission of an
attestation to the Pennsylvania Department of Education from BASD. There are guidelines associated
with this documentation. If a district is found to be out of compliance with their attestation, they will be
moved to full remote learning immediately. As a commissioned officer of the state, I assure you that
our district is meeting, and in most cases, exceeding PDE’s guidelines.
As of the writing of this letter, we have one new confirmed positive staff case of Coronavirus Disease
2019 (COVID-19).
1. Staff Member at MSW. Last in the building on Friday, February 12, 2021, was tested on Saturday,
February 13, 2021 and received a positive test result on Saturday, February 13, 2021. There are no
close contacts associated with this case.
A “close contact” is defined as an individual who was within six feet of an infectious person for at least
15 minutes or who was directly exposed to respiratory secretions (e.g., cough or sneeze).
The appropriate paperwork has been filed with the Berks County Rapid Response Center for this case.
The Rapid Response Center works directly with the Pennsylvania Department of Health. As stated
above, there are no close contacts associated with this case.
We need to remain diligent in our collaborative mitigation efforts as the potential impact of the winter
break and much colder weather emerges. Your on-going support of our Health & Safety plan is
invaluable.
If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Marybeth Torchia
Acting SuperintendentBoyertown Area School District

Question:
I’ve just started a search for local attorneys and political figures who could be allies. A Freedom Cells
Network ally, who doesn’t know of any, asks “do you or anyone know of a website or something that
helps show one how to identify if their retirement funds are supporting criminal banksters and which
funds are not so we can move that money around accordingly?”
I don’t imagine one has much, if any, control over ones retirement funds, unless they’re 401’s (or 403’s
or whatever they’re called), but being aware is surely worth something.
I’ve done a search on Solari for investment screening. I know you do that with Steve Smith, which
would be a paid activity. (I’m waiting to hear from him about a fund he’s starting.) Is there anything
available to people who can’t, or aren’t prepared to, pay for such information?

CAF Notes & Links:

Conclusion:
Question:
CAF Notes & Links

Additional Resources

Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input

